Purpose: the purpose of this document is provide instructors of Hunter College Geography courses

guidance as to how to assign articles and book chapters to classes in accordance with Hunter College

policies on copyright protection. This includes all electronic articles and book chapters; this document
does not address hard copy reserves.

Please note: All links provided in the text below can be accessed via Hunter College Library’s main

webpage, http://library.hunter.cuny.edu/, under the following headings: Course Reserves, Interlibrary

Loan, and Copyright.

General © Policy:

Unless the material a faculty member wishes to place on reserve is in the public domain or otherwise not
protected by copyright, or the faculty member has received permission from the copyright holder to place
the item on ERes, photocopies for reserve must be made in compliance with the “fair use” provisions of

Section 107 set forth below and outlined in ARL’s Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for Academic and

Research Libraries, and with (C)opyright © CUNY.

Electronic articles and book sections can be provided to students through Hunter College's ERes system:
http://library.hunter.cuny.edu/services/eresinstructions. To add course readings to ERes, the instructor
must consider whether it qualifies as fair use and if so, can scan the section and request that it be added to
ERes by using this form: http://library.hunter.cuny.edu/services/forms/reserve-request

Readings made available for students in ERes may be provided through links in Blackboard: the
persistent URL to a specific course in ERes will allow the students to access their readings from
Blackboard. Instructions on how to find the persistent URL for course reserves in ERes can be found at
the very bottom of this page: http://library.hunter.cuny.edu/services/eresinstructions, under

How does faculty find the persistent URL for Course Reserves?

Articles that can be obtained through Hunter College journals or database subscriptions can be shared
with students in ERes by either adding the document’s persistent URL (preferred) or by downloading the
pdf and then upload it on ERes.

Articles that cannot be obtained through a Hunter College journal or database subscription can be
requested via Inter Library Loan but may not be shared on ERes or Blackboard until copyright has been
cleared. For assistance with copyright clearance, contact Malin Abrahamsson (contact information
below).

All questions about this subject should be directed to:

Malin Abrahamsson
Acquisitions Manager/Copyright Assistant
Hunter College Library
695 Park Avenue, E-B161
New York NY 10065
212.772.4169